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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a self-disclosure decision-making
mechanism based on information-theoretic measures. This
decision-making mechanism uses an intimacy measure between agents and the privacy loss that a particular disclosure
may cause.

tradeoff is not appropriate and other more social approaches
are needed. We present a self-disclosure decision-making
mechanism based on what we call the privacy-intimacy tradeoff. This tradeoff considers the increase in intimacy to another agent rather than considering a direct benefit when
disclosing a PDA.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

2.

UNCERTAIN AGENT IDENTITIES

We assume a Multiagent System composed of a set of
intelligent autonomous agents Ag = {α1 , . . . , αM } that interact with one another through message exchanges. Agents
in Ag are described using the same finite set of PDAs, A =
{a1 , . . . , aN }. Each PDA a ∈ A has a finite domain of possible values Va = {v1 , . . . , vKa }.

I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence—Multiagent systems

General Terms
Theory

Definition 1. Given a set of PDAs A = {a1 , . . . , aN }, each
one with domain Va = {v1 , . . . , vKa }, an uncertain agent
identity (UAI), I = {P1 , . . . , PN } is a set of discrete probability distributions Pi over the values Vai of each PDA ai .
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1. INTRODUCTION

We thus denote Pa as the probability distribution of a over
Va and pa (· ) as its probability mass function, so that pa (v)
is the probability for the value of a being equal to v ∈ Va .
An agent α ∈ Ag manages its own UAI and two UAIs
associated to each agent β ∈ Ag \ {α}. We will refer to
the UAI of an agent α as Iα . We denote Iα,β as the UAI
that α believes that β has, i.e., what α knows (or thinks it
knows) about Iβ . Finally, we denote Iα,β,α as the UAI that
α believes that β believes that α has. This UAI is crucial
for an agent α to model what agent β may know about its
own UAI Iα for measuring privacy loss.

Westin [5] defined privacy as a “personal adjustment process” in which individuals balance “the desire for privacy
with the desire for disclosure and communication”. Westin
proposed his definition for privacy long before the explosive
growth of the Internet. As far as we are concerned, it also
applies to autonomous agents that engage in online interactions that require the disclosure of their principals’ personal
data attributes (PDAs). Agents, then, need to incorporate
self-disclosure decision-making mechanisms allowing them
to autonomously decide whether disclosing PDAs to other
agents is acceptable or not.
Current self-disclosure decision-making mechanisms are
usually based on a privacy-utility tradeoff ([2]). This tradeoff considers the direct benefit of disclosing a PDA and the
privacy loss it may cause. There are many cases where the
direct benefit of disclosing PDAs is not known in advance.
This is the case in human relationships, where the disclosure
of PDAs in fact plays a crucial role in the building of these
relationships [1]. In such environments, the privacy-utility

2.1

Uncertainty Measures

An agent needs to measure how much uncertainty there
is in the probability distribution of a PDA. Taking into account this uncertainty, the agent may decide, for instance,
whether to take specific actions to reduce this uncertainty
under a desired threshold or not. A well-known measure
of the uncertainty in a probability distribution is Shannon
entropy:
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H(Pa )

= −

X

pa (v) log2 pa (v)

(1)

v∈Va
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A method for aggregating the uncertainties of all of the
probability distributions in an UAI is needed. In this paper,
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4.

we use a simple computational method that is the mean of
the uncertainties in each of the probability distributions in
an UAI:
1 X
H(Pa )
(2)
H(I) =
|A| a∈A

Disclosing PDAs always comes at a loss of privacy because
personal information is made known. Therefore, it is crucial
for agents to estimate the privacy loss that a disclosure may
imply before deciding whether they actually carry it out.
Agent α may estimate (from its point of view) the extent
to which β knows Iα by measuring the distance between Iα
and Iα,β,α . Agent α can calculate this distance by measuring the Kullback-Leibler divergence between each probability distribution for each PDA in these UAIs.

With this measure an agent is able to know how certain
it is about an UAI. We assume that at initialization time
the entropy of an UAI I is the highest possible, i.e., the
uncertainty in I will decrease as the agent obtains more
information related to the PDAs being modeled.

2.2

Definition 5. Given two agents α and β, the message µ,
µ
and considering Qa ∈ Iα,β,α , Qµ
a ∈ Iα,β,α and Pa ∈ Iα , the
privacy loss for agent α if it sends µ to agent β is:

Updating UAIs

UAIs are supposed to be dynamic, i.e., they may change as
time goes by. These changes will potentially reduce the uncertainty in an UAI. An agent α may update the UAIs that
it manages as it gets more information about the probability
distributions for the PDAs in these UAIs. PDA values are
private to each agent. We assume that α discloses its PDA
values for a to β by sending a messageµ = hα, β, hα, a, Pa ii,
where α represents the sender, β represents the receiver, and
hα, a, Pa i represents the claim “the probability distribution
for the PDA a of α is Pa ”.
UAIs are updated with the disclosures that agents carry
out. The update process of an UAI has two steps: (i) updating the probability distribution of the PDA being disclosed; and (ii) inferring updates of probability distributions
of other PDAs based on the PDA being disclosed and other
information already known. We denote that an UAI I is
updated with a message µ as I µ . Moreover, we denote that
an UAI I is updated sequentially and in order considering a
tuple of messages M = (µ1 , . . . , µP ) as I M .
Details about the updating process are obviated due to
space restrictions.

3.

L(Iα,β,α , µ) =

5. DECISION MAKING
We consider the estimation of intimacy gain between two
agents and the privacy loss. To estimate the increase in
intimacy that the sending of a message µ may cause between α and β, we consider the information gain of µ, i.e.
I(Iα,β,α , µ). We consider that I(Iα,β,α , µ) also acts as an
estimation for I(Iα,β , ν), considering ν as a future message
received by α from β as the reciprocation to µ. Then, α
estimates that after sending µ to β and receiving ν from
β, Yα,β ≈ I(Iα,β,α , µ) ⊕ I(Iα,β,α , µ). This assumption is
grounded on the disclosure reciprocity phenomenon [1].
Disclosing PDAs always comes at a privacy loss. Then,
α may choose to disclose a PDA that maximizes the estimation of the increase in intimacy while at the same time
minimizing the privacy loss.

6.

7.

(3)
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Definition 3. Given an UAI I and a tuple of messages M ,
the information gain of M is:
(4)

Sierra and Debenham [4] defined the intimacy between α
and β considering the amount of information that α knows
about β and vice versa. We adapt this definition for the case
of UAIs. Thus, we define intimacy as follows.
Definition 4. Given the UAIs Iα,β and Iα,β,α , a tuple of
messages M from β to α and a tuple of messages M 0 from
α to β, the intimacy between α and β is:
= I(Iα,β , M ) ⊕ I(Iα,β,α , M 0 )
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Definition 2. Given an UAI I and a message µ, the information gain of message µ is:

Yα,β

wα (a) · (KL(Qa k Pa ) − KL(Qµ
a k Pa )) (6)

KL(·) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. wα (·) is the sensitivity function for agent α that is defined as wα : A →
[0, 1], such that wα (a) is the subjective valuation that α attaches to the sensitivity for disclosing a.

INTIMACY

I(I, M ) = H(I) − H(I M )

X
a∈A

According to [3], intimate human partners have extensive
personal information about each other. They usually share
information about their PDAs, including preferences, feelings, and desires that they do not reveal to most of the other
people they know. Indeed, self-disclosure and partner disclosure of PDAs play an important role in the development
of intimacy[1].

I(I, µ) = H(I) − H(I µ )

PRIVACY LOSS

(5)

Where ⊕ is an appropriate aggregation function.
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